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In the establishment of certain seedling seed orchards, a basis of their own as well as their parents' and half-sib
mass selection is made among wild trees, and then wind- family's performance. As the blocks are culled independentpollinated seeds of the selected trees are collected. The ly, the mixture of families will probably vary from block
progeny are grown in the orchard and rogued according to block in the final orchard.
to their own and their families' performance. Those that
The distribution of genetic values, except for the mean,
are retained become seed producers for commercial plant- is expected to be largely regenerated by mating the woods
ings and are treated to maximize seed yield.
trees to produce orchard seedlings, and hence selection in
If a certain number of wild trees (NI) can be reasonably the first stage would not be expected to affect variances
well examined, how many of these should the breeder of the seedling generation greatly. If selection in the second
choose in the first stage of selection and how many of the stage is on the basis of an index, however, there are some
progeny should he cull in the second, to obtain a given complicating effects of first-stage selection on the variances
final seed orchard density with maximum gain per unit used to derive expected second-stage gains. At woods
cost? The answer to this question depends partly on how heritabilities less than 0.8 these would be negligible, and
effectively the mother trees can be selected. If the ap- therefore the selection stages can be treated as essentially
propriate heritability for woods selection is low, then selec- additive. Total genetic gain is thus formulable as:
tion following seedling testing must be intensive to provide
G = i1olh2, i202hP2
(11
much gain, and hence many mother tree families will havc
where
il,
i2
= selection differentials of the first and seto be brought into seedling tests. If the woods heritability
cond stages,
is high, selection can be much more intensive in the woods
= standard errors of the tree value in the
ol,
a2
and the breeder can plan on only a light culling of inditwo stages,
vidual seedlings. The solutions for optimum allocation of
hP1,h\ = heritability "coefficients" applicable to the
selection intensities given by FINNEY (1957) or by HANSON
respective stages.
and B RIM (1963) cannot be extended to this kind of selection
If the second stage will be based on an index including
system or the associated cost functions.
To assess the selection intensities required, it is con- the mother tree's performance, the open-pollinated and
venient to assume that the individual seedlings are placed presumably half-sib family mean, and the individual's own
to avoid breeding among sibs of the Same family. It would performance, the weights for each index item would be
then be necessary to construct breeding units that contain calculated as:
only one tree per family, and to construct as many such
units as can be afforded for a given seed-production requirement. The problem attacked in this paper is the number of individuals to be brought into the test-breeding units
and the degree to which they should be culled.
Initially, it is desirable to include several sibs per family where (G,., ) = Phenotypic covariance matrix of the three
1-1
in each unit. They may be arranged randomly or into family
data sources
plots within replicated "testing-breeding" blocks with a
ogxI = Vector of covariances between the phenopredetermined number of seedlings per plot and an aptypic measure (xi) and genotypic value of
propriate number of blocks. If, to avoid inbreeding, only
the individual (g) (HENDERSON, 1963).
one individual per family is allowed to remain within a
Therefore, the index (I) = W' X, where X = the vector oP
breeding block, the effect of any within-family selection is
phenotypic values, and hence V(1) = W' (o, i j ) W. Since
a limited, additional gain constant for all family selection
allocations. This gain is maximized by including as many heritability can be defined on this index basis as

+

seedlings within families as spacing restrictions permit.
Following the initial woods selection of a proportion, say
p„ of the wild population, each family would be grown in
each block on single-tree plots or small family plots. After
performance has been assessed and family plots have been
thinned to a single tree, a proportion of the plots, say p2,
in each block will be allowed to produce seed. The final,
completely culled orchard is thus conceived as being composed of as many breeding blocks as required for seed
production, and with each block containing freely intermating, unrelated trees that have survived culling on the
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and Cov (g, I) = Cov (g, W' xi)
= W' Cov (g, xi)
= W' (oX.X
) W since W = (oXiXj)-ICOV (g, xi)
1 j

= V(I),
then hZI= 1. = hP2, and o2= [W'(D,.,.)
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The values of hi and oij are assumed to be essentially
constant in any program.
When the costs of the various stages of the program are
computed, a linear model for the total cost may be constructed. That is, the cost for each stage probably would
be approximately proportional to the number of trees or
families handled in each phase. This assumption is accurate
only at high numbers but it will be used here as a working
model. The total cost will be proportional to:
Ct = NlC1 + Nl~lC2

